FOURTH SET OF PENNSYLVANIA CYBER CHARTER SCHOOL
RESPONSES TO RFP QUESTIONS
1.

Answer:

The RFP states an award notification date of November 17, 2014. Could
PA Cyber please provide a general timeframe of when they would like to
have the LMS go live?
The go-live date would be July 1, 2015. All necessary steps for
implementation and staff/student training would need to be complete
prior to this date.

2.

Section B Learning Management System, Question 5 of the RFP states,
“include a data management/data reporting package that has the ability
to generate electronic reports based on student achievement data
including individual student reports, teacher/mentor reports, and district
reports.” Can PA Cyber please identify what format and datasets are
desired for student, teacher, and district reports?

Answer:

Documents should have the option to export in Excel, Word, PDF, as
well as any other format that may be requested for a specific individual
report.

3.

Section B Learning Management System, Question 37 of the RFP states,
“Ability for teacher to finalize a course within a system by student or by
course.” What is meant by “finalizing a course” by student or by course?
What are you looking for the system to do?

Answer:

4.

Answer:

5.

We need the system to have the ability for the teacher and/or
administrator to indicate that a course grade for a student is complete in
the system. This indicator would then send a ‘flag’ to the SIS indicating
for the course to be finalized.
Section B Learning Management System, Question 44 of the RFP states,
“Distinguisher in system based on client need to identify subsets
students.” Could you please clarify? We are unsure what information
you are looking for here.
A distinguisher that allows teachers/administrators to easily identify a
subset of students such as those with a GIEP, IEP, 504 Plan, and/or those
students who transfer into PA Cyber mid-year in order to ensure those
students are getting any and all needs met.
Section I.B of the RFP, “Proposal Key Dates & Information” states that
proposals should be “delivered by email to the above address” any time
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prior to the deadline. Will PA Cyber allow vendors to submit the
electronic copy via email on October 31st, as instructed, and ship the hard
copy the same day?
Answer:
6.

Answer:

Yes.
The district wishes the Online Curriculum platform to encompass K-12,
correct? There is a line in the RFP (under VI. pricing) that notes: “Vendors
may submit proposals for grades K-6 and 7-12 separately or together or
grades K-5, 6-8, 9-12 separately or together.” Does this note only apply to
how we submit pricing information? Or does it mean a vendor could
submit a K-6 solution only?
PA Cyber serves students in grades K-12. It is our goal to choose a
curriculum that encompasses K-12. This means that a vendor can
submit any or all of those solutions based on what the provider offers.
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